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characters are segmented from background, that is, text
pixels are separated from background pixels. Artifacts
resulting from poor character extraction (parts of
background, missing character parts etc.) can significantly
lower accuracy of recognition performed by OCR software.
Importance of extraction step is especially emphasized in
case of scene text. Complex backgrounds, geometrical
deformation, uneven illumination and other degradations
make character extraction a demanding task that
determines success of recognition stage.
In [8] text extraction methods are divided in two
categories: thresholding-based and grouping-based.
Histogram thresholding [9], adaptive or local thresholding
[10] and entropy based methods belong to first category.
These methods have low computational requirements and
successfully handle grayscale images or color channels
separately, but they are not suitable in case of complex
backgrounds and varying colors. Region-based, learningbased and clustering-based methods belong to second
category. Region-based techniques includes methods like
region-growing [11] - [12] and split-and-merge algorithm
[13]. Their main advantage is inclusion of spatial
information which is very important for character
extraction, but parameter values have strong influence on
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I. Introduction
Extraction of textual information from images and video
enables range of different applications such as document
analysis [1], automatic license plate recognition [2] - [3],
sign detection and translation [4], road signs recognition
[5], content based image indexing [6], etc. In literature text
is divided on next categories: text in documents, caption
text and scene text [7]. Text in documents (Fig. 1a) has
properties (high contrast, uniform font and background
etc.) that enable easier character extraction and recognition.
Caption text (Fig. 1b) refers to characters artificially added
to image or video frame. Typical examples are subtitles or
match results in sports video. Scene text (Fig. 1c) is
integral part of recorded image or video frame, that is text
found in everyday environment (for example label on the
door or text on traffic signs). This type of text is
characterized by variability of background, shape, font, etc.
Digital cameras and camera equipped smartphones give
users opportunity to take photo or record video almost
wherever and whenever they want. This also means that
scene text present in our environment can be easily
captured. Despite these advantages, problems arising from
usage of these devices refer to sensor noise, viewing angle,
blur, variable illumination etc. These conditions, in
combination with fact that scene text doesn't have
constraints like text in documents, make its extraction a
challenging task.
In [7] text information extraction procedure is divided
on 5 steps: detection, localization, tracking, extraction and
enhancement, and recognition (OCR). In extraction step
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performance. In learning-based methods text extraction is
performed using well–known classifiers (multi-layer
perceptrons, self-organizing maps). Main problem is
creation of representative training database in order to
encompass variability of scene text examples.
Clustering-based methods are based on assumption that
pixels have tendency to form groups in chosen color space.
K-means is one of the most often used algorithms for text
extraction because of its speed and efficiency. In [14] scene
text is extracted using K-means clustering in RGB color
space with Euclidean distance and angle distance where
authors choose better result based on feedback from
recognition results. Number of clusters is set to 3
representing characters, background and character edges.
Garcia and Apostolidis [15] exploited 4-means for text
segmentation in HSV color space. In [16] authors propose
text extraction method based on K-means clustering with
modified cylindrical distance in HSI color space.
Comparison is also made with K-means using cylindrical
distance in HSI color space and Euclidean distance in RGB
color space. Wakahara and Kita [17] used K-means
clustering for generation of multiple extraction results
where best result is chosen using SVM classifier.
In this paper we investigate influence of color distance
measure on scene text extraction performance of K-means
algorithm in HSI color space. For comparison purposes we
tested following clustering distances: hue distance,
saturation distance, intensity distance, chromatic distance
and cylindrical distance. First three measures refer to single
component differences. Chromatic distance is calculated as
pixel distance in HS plane and it reflects chroma
difference. This measure is taken from the definition of
cylindrical distance in HSI color space where overall pixel
distance is calculated using chromatic and intensity
distance. Cylindrical distance takes into account angular
values and therefore it better corresponds to cylindrical
nature of polar color spaces (HSV, HSI, HSL etc.) than
Euclidean distance
Scene text extraction performance is evaluated for
every single distance using total edit distance and correct
recognition rate. We also analyze degree of
complementarity between results obtained with different
distances as possible direction to improve scene text
extraction perrormance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2.
shortly describes HSI color space and distance measures
used in comparison. Section 3. discusses in more details Kmeans clustering. Results are presented in section 4 and
conclusions are made in section 5.

space is usually represented as double cone (Fig. 2). Hue is
defined as angle difference to the red and it has value from
the interval 0 ,360  . Position on vertical axis represents
intensity value, while distance from this axis is equal to
saturation.
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Fig. 2 HSI color space
Transformation from RGB to HIS color space is defined
by:
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Besides fact that HSI color space corresponds to the way
how human perceives colors, it also enables separation of
chromatic (hue and saturation) and achromatic (intensity)
information. Disadvantage is its perceptual nonuniformity
meaning that Euclidean distance between two colors
doesn’t correspond to perceived color difference. It is also
important to mention following properties of hue and
saturation components [18]:
• hue is meaningless when intensity is very low,
• hue is unstable when saturation is very low,
• saturation is meaningless when intensity is very
low.

II. Choice of color space and color distance measure
A. HSI color space
Unlike RGB color space, HSI (hue, saturation, intensity)
color space corresponds to the human interpretation of
colors. Hue is component determined by dominant
wavelength of visible electromagnetic radiation. Saturation
refers to the color purity where its lower value manifests as
color closer to grey. Intensity refers to the perceived
amount of light reflected or emitted from object. HSI color
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Lowering of the intensity value increases standard
deviation of hue and saturation, while at low saturation
values hue has larger standard deviation.
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This means that hue and saturation aren’t relevant
attributes in cases of low intensity and saturation levels. On
Fig. 3 hue distribution in dependence on saturation values
is shown. Hue histogram is computed from RGB sample
(size 100x100) corrupted with additive white Gaussian
noise where every component has the same standard
deviation ( σ = 3 ). The initial hue and intensity values of
the sample are 120 and 100. Results of similar analysis for
saturation component in HSI color space is shown in Fig.
4. where initial values of hue and saturation are 120 and
100.
It should be noted that hue and saturation are robust to
highlights and shadowing and hence they have potential to
correctly extract characters in presence of such
degradations. This is also the reason why HSI color space
is chosen for scene text extraction in this paper.
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B. Color distance measures
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Purpose of color distance measures is quantification of
color difference. Choice of color distance has strong
influence on text extraction performance. Representation of
colors as 3D vectors enables usage of well-known distance
measures for m-dimensional vectors. One solution is usage
of Minkowski metric:
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Fig. 3 Hue distribution for S=100 (top) and S=20 (down)
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determines distance measures as city-block or Manhattan
distance ( p = 1 ), Euclidean distance ( p = 2 ) and
Chessboard distance ( p = ∞ ).
These measures reflect difference between color vectors
magnitudes, but it is also interesting to take into account
angle distances. One such measure is derived from
normalized inner product of color vectors:
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Fig. 4 Saturation distribution for I=100 (top) and I=20
(down)
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where xi and x j represent vectors and θ is angle between
them. Approach combining these two kinds of distances
was proposed in [14] where authors used Euclidean
distance and angle distance between RGB colour vectors
for scene text extraction task.
Although Euclidean distance is often used in RGB color
space, it is not appropriate color difference measure for
HSI color space because of its cylindrical nature.
Cylindrical distance, introduced in [18], takes into account
angle differences and hence in this paper it is chosen as one
of the distance measures in K-means clustering. For two
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dcylindrical

intensity > 90% max intensity value,
intensity < 10% max intensity value,

PIXEL i

PIXEL i

(11)

saturation < 10% max saturation value.

dintensity

dchroma

PIXEL j

Si

For comparison purposes in this paper saturation distance
is also used:

dchroma

θ

PIXEL j

Sj

d saturation ( i, j=
) Si − S j

(12)

Besides intensity difference, cylindrical distance also
considers hue and saturation difference through
chrominance information.
a)
b)
Fig. 5 Chromatic distance (a) and cylindrical distance (b)
III. Text extraction using K-means clustering
pixels in HSI color space with values

( H i , Si , I i )

and

According to [8], clustering algorithms are considered as
very efficient methods for scene text extraction. One of the
most popular clustering techniques is K-means. Its main
advantages are easy implementation and low computational
requirements. K-means tries to minimize sum of distances
between points and cluster centers that is represented by:
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where H ∈  0 ,360  , S ∈ [ 0, 255] , I ∈ [ 0, 255] ,

points as initial cluster centers

Algorithm consists of following steps:

d chromatic refers to chromatic distance (Fig. 5 left) between
two pixels, while d intensity refers to absolute value of

1. In set of N points, corresponding to image pixels,
choose k points as initial cluster centers (centroids) c j

intensity difference (intensity distance). Cylindrical
distance dcylindrical (Fig. 5 right) is represented as hypotenuse
of right-angled triangle.
Hue difference (hue distance) θ is defined with equations
(9) and (10) that incorporate cyclic property of hue
component. Because of of hue and saturation instability at
low intensity and saturation levels it is necessary to
perform distinction between chromatic pixels and
achromatic pixels. For chromatic pixels, that have stable
hue and saturation, cylindrical distance is calculated
according to equations (6)-(10). For achromatic pixels
intensity is only relevant component. This implies that
chromatic distance is unreliable and cylindrical distance is
reduced to intensity difference d intensity (8).

2. Assign each point to nearest cluster S j based on its
distance from cluster center c j .
3. For each cluster S j , compute a mean

(

µ j of each cluster

and set the mean as new cluster center c j = µ j

)

4. Repeat the steps 2 and 3 until the centroids no longer
move
Flowchart of this algorithm is shown in Fig. 6. It should be
noted that one of the main drawbacks of this algorithm is
the need to fix the number of clusters. Regarding text
extraction task 2 clusters (one representing character and
second background) seems as logical choice, although in
[14] authors used 3 clusters where third one corresponds to
character edges.

Chromatic and achromatic pixels are usually classified
by thresholding of saturation and intensity component.
Achromatic pixels are defined with following conditions:
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illumination, low resolution etc. MATLAB was used for
implementation of text extraction based on K-means
algorithm with different distances in HSI color space. The
number of clusters is set to 2 (text and background). Binary
images resulting from text extraction were processed with
Google OCR engine Tesseract 3.02 in order to finally
obtain recognized text.
As it is suggested in [20], the metrics for performance
evaluation are edit (Levenshtein) distance and correct
recognition rate. The first one is distance between ground
truth string and string recognized using Tesseract, where
deletions, substitutions and insertions have equal costs.
Normalization is done by the number of characters in
ground truth word. Second measure is percentage of
correctly recognized words, that is, the number of words
for which normalized edit distance is equal to zero.
Table 1 shows results of K-means clustering for hue
distance, saturation distance, intensity distance, chromatic
distance and cylindrical distance. First column shows
results reported in form of total edit distance calculated by
summing normalized edit distance for each ground truth
word. Second column presents correct recognition rate.

INPUT IMAGE

DETERMINE NUMBER OF
CLUSTERS

CHOOSE INITIAL CENTROIDS

ASSIGN EACH PIXEL TO
NEAREST CLUSTER BASED
ON ITS DISTANCE FROM
CLUSTER CENTROID

COMPUTE MEAN OF EACH
CLUSTER AND SET IT AS
NEW CLUSTER CENTROID

Table I Scene text extraction results

Distance
measure
Hue
distance
Saturation
distance
Intensity
distance
Chromatic
distance
Cylindrical
distance

YES
DID CENTROIDS
MOVE?

NO

CLUSTERED IMAGE

Correct
Recognition(%)

1306.2

10

1153.5

14.1

648.3

43.8

1083.2

17.4

699.1

40.5

It can be seen that intensity distance outperforms other
distances in both measures. This result reveals that
intensity difference plays very important role in
segmentation of characters from background. This
observation is in accordance with conclusions presented in
[19] and [16]: Euclidean distance, which mostly reflects
changes in intensity component, performs best in scene text
extraction task. In comparison with hue distance, which
gives worst results, usage of saturation distance increases
correct recognition rate and lowers edit distance. This can
be explained by fact that saturation is more stable
component: hue is unstable for low saturation and low
intensity levels, while standard deviation of saturation
increases only for low intensities. Chromatic distance
includes hue and saturation differences and in comparison
with results obtained with saturation distance, it gives
higher value of correct recognition rate and lower edit
distance. Cylindrical distance considers chroma and
intensity difference, but this combination doesn't improve
results in comparison with intensity distance only. Best
result for this task on ICDAR 2011 database is reported in
[21] where value of total edit distance is 639.15 and correct

Fig. 6 Flowchart for k-means algorithm
In [19] author discussed a role to distance measure in Kmeans algorithm regarding text extraction. It is concluded
that for RGB color space Euclidean distance gives best
results, but angle distances can handle cases when
Euclidean distance fails. Authors also tested performance
of K-means algorithm with Euclidean distance measure in
different color spaces where RGB yields best results. It
should be mentioned that Euclidean distance is not
appropriate measure for cylindrical color spaces (HSI,
HSV, HLS etc.).
IV. Results
For evaluation purposes we used a test set from word
recognition task in ICDAR 2011 Robust Reading
Competition Challenge 2: Reading Text in Scene Images
[20]. This database contains 1189 scene text images
covering a broad set of problems like non-uniform
backgrounds, different layouts, low contrast, variable
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recognition rate is equal to 46.9%. Our results show that Kmeans clustering with intensity distance has slightly lower
performance, but it is computationally less demanding.
Despite fact that hue, saturation and chromatic distances
give obviously worse performance than intensity distance,
it is interesting to investigate complementarity between
these results: whether these measures, including chromatic
information, are able to extract characters in cases when
intensity fails? This assumption is inspired by fact that hue
and saturation, unlike intensity, are robust to highlights and
shadowing and therefore could enable character
segmentation in presence of such degradations.
Analysis is performed to test complementarity between
following distance pairs: intensity and chromatic distance,
intensity and hue distance, intensity and saturation
distance. For each pair it is analyzed in how many
examples from test set one distance outperforms other in
terms of edit distance and correct recognition rate. Table 2.
shows that in 141 (11.9%) images from test set hue
distance results with lower edit distance and correctly
segments 33 (2.8%) words failed by intensity distance (Fig.
7). In table 3. it can be seen that saturation distance
performs better than intensity difference (Fig. 8) in 125
(10.5%) cases according to edit distance and in 17 (1.4%)
cases according to correct recognition rate. Finally,
compared to intensity distance, chromatic distance (table
4.) gives lower edit distance (Fig. 9) for 162 (13.6%)
examples and correctly extracts 41 (3.4% ) words.
Approach where examples that are not correctly extracted
with intensity distance, would be segmented with
chromatic distance could improve correct recognition rate
for approximately 3% (from 43.8% to 47.3%).
This analysis confirms complementarity between tested
distances that can be exploited to further improve
performance by combination of results. From results
presented in tables II.-IV. it can be concluded that
chromatic distance shows highest level of complementarity
with intensity distance. Despite overall efficiency of
intensity distance, in cases when it fails chromatic distance
is potential solution. This happens in images with certain
kind of degradations like uneven illumination or shadows
where robustness of hue and saturation plays important
role.

Table III Complementarity between saturation distance and
intensity distance: e_d_ saturation is edit distance obtained for
saturation distance, e_d_intensity is edit distance obtained for
intensity distance, extracted_ saturation is set of word correctly
extracted with saturation distance, extracted_intensity is set of
words correctly extracted with intensity distance

e_d_intensity <e_d_saturation
e_d_intensity> e_d_ saturation

extracted _ intensity ∩ extracted _ saturation
extracted _ intensity ∩ extracted _ saturation

Number
of words
574
(48.3%)
125
(10.5%)
370
(31.1%)
17
(1.4%)

Table IV Complementarity between chromatic distance and
intensity distance: e_d_intensity is edit distance obtained for
intensity distance, e_d_chroma is edit distance obtained for
chromatic distance, extracted_intensity is set of word correctly
extracted with intensity distance, extracted_chroma is set of
words correctly extracted with chromatic distance

e_d_intensity<e_d_chroma
e_d_intensity>e_d_chroma

extracted _ intensity ∩ extracted _ chroma

extracted _ intensity ∩ extracted _ chroma

Number of
words
544
(45.8%)
162
(13.6%)
355
(29.9%)
41 (3.4%)

Table II Complementarity between hue distance and intensity
distance: e_d_hue is edit distance obtained for hue distance,
e_d_intensity is edit distance obtained for intensity distance,
extracted_hue is set of word correctly extracted with hue distance,
extracted_intensity is set of words correctly extracted with
intensity distance

e_d_intensity <e_d_hue
e_d_intensity> e_d_hue

extracted _ intensity ∩ extracted _ hue

extracted _ intensity ∩ extracted _ hue
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Number of
words
651
(54.8%)
141
(11.9%)
554
(46.6%)

Fig. 7. Complementarity between intensity and hue distance:
original images (top), result of K-means with intensity distance
(middle) and result of K-means with hue distance (down)

33 (2.8%)
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